Colorado Springs Branch Participation

________________________, ____________________________

CHECK ONE:

_____ I completed an essay about the Colorado Springs Branch at the time of the secondary application.

_____ I did NOT complete an essay about the Colorado Springs Branch at the time of the secondary application, but I would like to do so and be considered for the branch.

CHECK ONE:

_____ My first preference is the Colorado Springs Branch but I am willing to be assigned to the Anschutz Medical Campus

_____ My first preference is the Anschutz Medical Campus but I am willing to be assigned to the Colorado Springs Branch

_____ My first preference is the Colorado Springs Branch and I prefer NOT to be assigned to the Anschutz Medical Campus.

_____ My first preference is the Anschutz Medical Campus and I prefer NOT to be assigned to the Colorado Springs Branch.

I, ____________________________, understand that if I am accepted as a Colorado Springs Branch student, I will spend my third year of medical school at the branch upon satisfactory completion of required work prior to my third year. I understand that, regardless of my campus preference, I may be assigned to the Colorado Springs Branch if there are student openings that could not be filled with accepted students to the school of medicine with a preference or willingness to be assigned to the branch. I understand that if assigned to the branch, only demonstrable economic or personal hardship would be considered as reason(s) to not attend the branch; a request to be exempted from assignment to the branch would have to be approved by the Associate Dean for Student Life, Associate Dean for Colorado Springs Branch, and chair of Student Life Subcommittee. I also understand my acceptance to the University Of Colorado School Of Medicine is not solely based upon my interest or preference for the Anschutz Medical Campus or the Colorado Springs Branch.

________________________________________  AMCAS ID  ____________

Signature  Date

Please submit your signed contract to the Office of Admissions at SOMAdmin@ucdenver.edu.